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Press Release
Padova Police Choose Sepura’s SC20 Critical Communications Solution

Police users in the Municipality of Padova have deployed over 300 Sepura SC20 radios for the

city’s police force. These are the first Sepura radios to be deployed in the Padova region, with

the radios being chosen to replace existing TETRA units after a successful user trial.
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Radio users will benefit from the SC20’s loud audio and robust design, whilst also being

protected by the radios’ advanced functions; Man Down and Lone Worker applications will

initially be deployed, whilst the options for introducing further applications when required are

possible via Sepura’s AppSPACE applications environment. 

A key element of the technical trial was

also discovering which radio delivered

the best connectivity to the TETRA

network. The SC20’s Class 3 RF receiver

was a decisive factor here, providing high

quality, consistent connectivity for voice

and data in both rural and urban

locations.

Audio will be supported where necessary with Sepura’s Remote

Speaker Microphones and hands-free kits, ensuring users can receive

clear audio even in busy urban environments.

Image: Sepura’s SC20 TETRA radio has been chosen by many global police
forces as their front-line critical communications device since its launch.

Flexible charging solutions, licenses for the Radio Manager 2

programming tool and connection to GEG’s dispatcher tool ensure

that the radio fleet are ready to support critical communications in

the region as soon as they are deployed.
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ABOUT SEPURA

Sepura is a recognised global leader in the development and

supply of radio terminals, accessories and applications for TETRA-

based mission-critical and business-critical communications. Based

in the UK’s Cambridge technology hub, Sepura provides local

support through its global footprint, and is a trusted partner to

public safety users and commercial customers in the professional

mobile radio (PMR) market. Sepura’s comprehensive solutions for

critical communications enable customers to address the

demanding operational challenges they face. For more

information, please visit www.sepura.com.
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The hand held fleet will be supplemented by over 70 SRG3900 mobile radios placed within

police vehicles and motorcycles. The mobile radios will be equipped with either SCC3 colour

consoles or HBC3 hand-based control units, giving the users flexible control based on their

requirements and operating environment.

Image: The fleet upgrade includes Sepura's SRG3900 mobile radio.

Fabrizio Pierro, Project Manager for GEG who deployed the solution on behalf of Sepura said:

“Padova Police have been added to the growing list of Italian public safety organisations who

have seen the current and future benefits of Sepura’s SC20 TETRA radio. As well as supporting

superior voice and data communications today, the radio is future proofed by offering the

chance to upgrade when the user is ready to powerful data applications and advanced tools

such as wireless programming.”
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